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                Diva Pro Styling Wide Digital Straightener and Styler with Macadamia Argan Oil and Keratin infused ceramic plates
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  Diva Pro Styling Wide Digital Straightener and Styler with Macadamia Argan Oil and Keratin infused ceramic plates
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  Description

  Korean ceramic floating plates infused with Macadamia, Argan Oil and Keratin lock in long-lasting sleekness and mesmerising shine.
Diva Pro Styling Digital Onyx Styler Straightener in Black, new from Diva which has been expertly engineered to offer unrivalled styling control, with ceramic floating plates infused with Macadamia, Argan Oil and Keratin which lock in long-lasting sleekness and great shine in to your hair. Beautifully crafted, Diva Pro dryers and stylers help you create the perfect finish for every client, no matter the length, thickness or texture of their hair.The range of heat settings from 110°C to 230°C offer the perfect temperature range to create looks safely for all hair types and textures. I understand you will use my personal data to improve services and send me marketing communications. The Diva Professional range can be a great choice for a hair stylist as they are powerful and easy to use.
The advanced ceramic plates infused with tourmaline effortlessly glide through your locks without causing any damage or snagging. You are responsible for maintaining the confidentiality of your account and password and for restricting access to your computer to prevent unauthorised access to your account. Digital variable temperature from 110°C up to 230°C degrees, heats up to 110°C degrees in 10 seconds and up to 180°C degrees in 30 seconds. Complete with worldwide multi-voltage for optimum styling wherever you are, This styler gives you straight or curled looks with staying-power.The Diva Professional hair dryers offer sleek, ergonomic design with multiple speed and heat settings, while Diva hair straighteners are ideal for dealing with a multitude of different hair lengths and textures. Last name * Please enter a Last Name Please enter a valid Last Name, the maximum length is 50 characters. We will introduce you exclusively to Newpay finance products provided by NewDay Limited under this Introducer Appointed Representative arrangement. We're proud to announce that our mailing bags are made from recycled polythene and are also recyclable, and our bubble wrap is made from recycled plastic and is completely recyclable. And We can only deliver this product to certain postcode areas due to restrictions on this brand (see below).
With extra wide plates, this styler is perfect for straightening long, frizzy hair and creating beautiful, bouncy curls. This appliance must not be taken into a bathroom ,it should not be used near bath tubs, showers, basins or other vessels containing water or other liquids.Your password should be at least six characters comprising both numbers and letters in both upper and lower case. Established in 2007, Diva Pro Styling grew quickly to become the UKs leading salon-exclusive electrical brand.
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        Shipping from UK.

      

      We do our best to ensure that the products that you order are delivered to you in full and according to your specifications. However, should you receive an incomplete order, or items different from the ones you ordered, or there is some other reason why you are not satisfied with the order, you may return the order, or any products included in the order, and receive a full refund for the items. View full return policy
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    Our customers say
    Great
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        out of 5 based on
        40 747 reviews
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	Company details
	Careers
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	Where's my order?
	Other FAQs
	Klarna
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                    Fruugo in other countries

                    	Australia
	Austria
	Bahrain
	Belgium
	Canada
	China
	Czechia
	Denmark
	Egypt
	Finland
	France
	Germany
	Greece
	Hungary
	India
	Ireland
	Israel
	Italy
	Japan
	Luxembourg
	Malaysia
	Netherlands
	New Zealand
	Norway
	Philippines
	Poland
	Portugal
	Qatar
	Romania
	Saudi Arabia
	Singapore
	Slovakia
	South Africa
	South Korea
	Spain
	Sweden
	Switzerland
	Turkey
	United Arab Emirates
	United Kingdom
	United States



                

                
                    Other languages

                    	English
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	Terms of Use
	Manage Cookies
	Privacy Policy


                
                
                    © 2006–2024 Fruugo.com Ltd. All rights reserved.
                

            

        

    



        
            We use cookies on our websites. You are free to manage this via your browser setting at any time. For more information see our cookie policy.
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